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FADE IN
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
Students sitting at tables for hours. There is a grungy
looking boy, this is GUMMY BEAR.
GUMMY (V.O.)
Man, he was my boy, my homie, I
trusted him. He was like a brotha
to me, man. Woah, woah, woahhh
we’ve gone too far. Let’s take it
back to see how this whole mess
happened.
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY
Gummy Bear exits a vehicle, walks up front steps, presses the
intercom button, and enters building.
INT. MAIN LOBBY - CONTINUOUS
Gummy Bear opens door to Main Office.
INT. MAIN OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
A woman is sitting at a desk typing, this is SECRETARY.
SECRETARY
Ah...can I help you... Or
something...?
GUMMY
Don’t move Secretary, stay on your
tush, I am here to see Imbusch.
SECRETARY
Well, ah...what’s your name?
GUMMY
The name’s Gummy Bear
Guitar riff.
GUMMY
and I’m fuzzy like a pear.
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SECRETARY
Uhh...are pears fuzzy? Wait, how
can you always be rhyming?
GUMMY
Relax baby, it’s all in the timing.
INT. ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS OFFICE
There is a handsome looking Irishman, checking himself out in
the mirror, this is IMBUSCH.
IMBUSCH
(jacking his muscles)
Oh yeah, check it, the ladies want
some of this.
The intercom buzzes.
SECRETARY
(through intercom)
Uhh...Mr. Imbusch there’s some kid
here to see you... He said
something about pears... I think...
IMBUSCH
(leaning into intercom)
What are you talking about?
SECRETARY
(through intercom)
He said his name was Gummy
Guitar riff.
... Gummy

SECRETARY

Guitar riff.
uhh...

SECRETARY

IMBUSCH
(leaning into intercom)
Bear? Is it Gummy Bear?
Guitar riff.
SECRETARY
(through intercom)
...Yeah... I think... Yeah...
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IMBUSCH
(leaning into intercom)
Why are you wasting my bloody
time?!? Send him in!
Gummy Bear enters the room, tosses his jacket and it lands
perfectly on the hook. They shake hands, rotate around desk,
and Gummy takes Imbusch’s seat and Imbusch takes the chair
for guests.
IMBUSCH
Gummy Bear,
Guitar riff.
IMBUSCH
I’m so glad you could make it, all
this hooliganism is taking over the
school. It’s driving me mad. This
is worse than the time the school
was overrun with zombies.
MONTAGE -- ZOMBIES FLASH BACK
-- Zombies walking around in unison.
-- Almost dancing with the Sean of the Dead theme playing.
BACK TO SENE
GUMMY
Relax, don’t worry about this crime
spree. By the time I’m done, you’ll
be crime free.
IMBUSCH
We don’t want you doing this alone,
too dangerous, so we are giving you
the only clean student left. He’s
too incompetent to get into
trouble.
GUMMY
I’ve never had a partner before,
send him in through the door.
IMBUSCH
(pressing intercom)
SEND IN FUZZY!
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SECRETARY
(through intercom)
...wait... Who’s Fuzzy? The pear
kid?
IMBUSCH
(into intercom)
JUST SEND HIM IN!
A boy comes flying threw the doorway, as if someone had
tossed him in. This is FUZZY.
IMBUSCH
(to Fuzzy)
What are you doing? Take off your
hat and knock before entering.
Imbusch gets up and smacks off Fuzzy’s hat and tosses him
back through the door. Instantly Fuzzy knocks on the door and
re-enters, hat in hand.
IMBUSCH
This is Fuzzy, he is stupid but
trustworthy. Fuzzy can show you
around the school, now go paint the
school red...paint a car red...
Paint each other red for all I
care, just GET OUTTA MY OFFICE!
FUZZY
Wouldn’t painting the school get us
in trouble?
IMBUSCH
JUST GET OUT!
INT. HALLWAY - DAY
Fuzzy and Gummy are walking towards the cafeteria, as Fuzzy
points out the floor, the fire alarm, and the cafeteria
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
An almost empty lunchroom, Fuzzy’s eating, and Gummy is
drinking a Monster. A boy in a Spider man suit is going
through a lunch line robbing sandwiches, this is SPIDEY.
SPIDEY
Gimme all your sandwiches, buff
chick and mayonnaise.
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FUZZY
(whispering to Gummy)
We need to get out of here.
Gummy stands as Fuzzy hides under table. Gummy throws random
object at Spidey and Spidey catches it. Then Gummy DDTs
Spidey.
GUMMY
(biting sandwich)
This would taste a whole lot betta,
if you weren’t being robbed of ya
chedda’.
FUZZY
I was gonna help you Gummy,
Guitar riff.
FUZZY
but then I saw this shiny 1979
quarter...
LUNCHLADY
Whatta we do wit dis guy?
GUMMY
You cook him, and I’ll book him.
INT. TEACHER’S LOUNGE -

DAY

There is a large male standing dressed like a pimp daddy,
this is BIG BOY SHWEETS and his cohorts,the wigger looking
one with grills named LIL’ THUG, and the big guy with scrubby
metal band’s shirts camo shorts and a large wallet chain BIG
BADDY, and HAK BENJAMIN who is a intimidating man with a
broom stick and a mask on his face. The villains are having
a meeting about what too steel next and to pay up to SHWEETS
from the earnings of the last hall.
GUMMY (V.O.)
That big boy right there is Big Boy
Shweets. He is the crime boss of
this school, the cause of all our
problems. And that little guy next
to him, that’s Mr. Alan aka Lil’
Thug. The taller guy is Mr. Cashman
aka Big Baddy. That last one, you
know, the weird looking guy, that
is his special security ninja, Hak
Benjamin.
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BIG BOY SHWEETS
Look how dare you come all up in
hear with out my greens.
LIL THUG
Yeahhhhh! How dare you!
Yeah.
Yeah.
Yeah!

BIG BADDY
LIL THUG
BIG BADDY

BIG BOY SHWEETS
This is my special security ninja
Hak Benjamin he takes care of the
money.
GREEN BILLY
Who’s money Mr. Big boy?
BIG BOY SHWEETS
MY MONEYYYYYYYYYYY. Hak take care
of our little problem
GREEN BILLY
This is madne...
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Shhhhhhh! Noooooo! Not here not in
this movie, you’re not!
Hak and Green Billy exit through the door. The door closes,
and we hear a moo.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Well seeing as how our little
problem is solved lets all get
acquainted. That guy was green
billy he makes fake gold items like
teeth and what not.
Lil thug covers his mouth and everyone looks.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
This is clearly an undercover agent
he’s probably a threat but he is
just so cute who can’t trust a face
like that. And then there’s... wha
.. where is spider man?!
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Hak then puts a DVD in a player and presses play showing the
events of Gummy’s DDT.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Who is that?
GREEN BILLY
That Gummy Bear
Guitar riff.
GREEN BILLY
He has solved many crimes in
schools just like this one.
How many?

BIG BOY SHWEETS

Green Billy hands Shweets a paper of all the crimes Gummy has
solved.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
IT’S OVER 9,000!!!!!!!!..OK I need
to relax be for i make my self
hungry again. LETS GO CRONIES.
Big Boy goes back to Mr. Cashman’s room to relax.
INT. HALLWAY - DAY
Gummy calls Fuzzy.
GUMMY
(through phone)
I’m going after big boy to show him
he’s just a big toy.
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - NIGHT
FUZZY
(through phone)
No you can’t there must be a lawful
way, there must be a lawful way!
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
Gummy is picking the lock to a door, when he realizes it is
unlocked. This upsets him so he closes the door and picks the
lock. Gummy walks in to see Big Boy relaxing in a classroom
wile being fed cheese puffs by Lil’ Thug.
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BIG BOY SHWEETS
Gimme a chip! Gimme another!
GUMMY
Freeze man, don’t even breath. Put
your hands where my friggin’ eyes
can see.
Big Baddy walks in with a chocolate bunny.
BIG BADDY
Who’s got the bunny? Who’s got the
bunny?!
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Shhhh shhh shhhhh.
INT. IMBUSH’S OFFICE - DAY
Gummy, Fuzzy and Imbusch are sitting around and talking.
IMBUSCH
Finally! We have him!
FUZZY
I doubt we can hold them though.
GUMMY
Do you have you Ph.D.
Ph.D.

IMBUSCH

GUMMY
Playa hata’s degree!
IMBUSCH
Ohhh, my Ph.D., For playa hation...
GUMMY
Around the nation! Now it’s time
for interrogation.
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM 1 - DAY
Gummy is interrogating Big Boy Shweets. Big Boy is sitting at
a table and Gummy is standing.
GUMMY
I know it’s finger lickin’ but you
don’t gotta steal the buff chicken.
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BIG BOY SHWEETS
You...you...found the uhh...
chicken... Hahahahahahahahha nope.
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM 2 - DAY
Imbusch is interrogating Big Daddy and Lil’ Thug. The two
cohorts are sitting at a table while Imbusch stands.
BIG BADDY
(whimpering)
He made us do it he said he would
kick my cat!
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM 1 - DAY
GUMMY
Man we found the money in your jar
of honey oh yea that's right we
found you out son!
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Ha you found the money hahahaha
birthday cash.
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM 2 - DAY
LIL THUG
(sobbing)
And...and...and he made us go to
his sister’s tea party...and wear
dresses. He said if we didn’t he
would give us hours!
IMBUSCH
(sternly)
Was it good?
BIG BADDY
(confused)
What?
IMBUSCH
(sternly)
The tea, was it good?
LIL THUG
(sobbing)
It was delicious!
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IMBUSCH
(casually)
Oh? What kind of tea was it?
BIG BADDY
(sobbing)
I don’t know but it came with
crumpets...
LIL THUG
(suddenly perky and with
British accent.)
It was British breakfast tea... Two
spots of sugar, jolly good!
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM 1 - DAY
GUMMY
We went to the basement and found
your sweatshop ...I can’t think of
another rhyme other than IHOP.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Sweatshop? That’s not mine, that’s
Al Brown’s...
GUMMY
Oh...ummmm...then uh...never mind.
INT. HALLWAY - DAY
Gummy walks out of the room in a angered rage to find Fuzzy
sitting.
FUZZY
So did you get him?
GUMMY
No why? I know it’s not fly.
Imbusch walks out of the room with a awkward look on his
face.
FUZZY
You know in this light you look
like one of those Emo kids you know
the ones that ware their 4 year old
sisters pants. They look better on
you though.
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IMBUSCH
........right..... So did you get
him?
GUMMY
No he’s too slick to get away with
this dirty trick.
IMBUSCH
Well we can’t just hold him for
nothing.
GUMMY
I’ll get him if it is the last
thing I do...so...ohh I got to go
take a poo poo. I’m gonna take a
break, let my mind rehabilitate.
And with that Gummy took a walk around the school ultimately
making his way into the cafeteria.
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
Gummy walks in to see the girl of his dreams this is KITTY.
GUMMY
Hey baby, can I have your name
maybe?
KITTY
My name’s Kitty...
GUMMY
WELL HELLLLOOO KITTY!!
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
The gang of thieves are off in a quest to destroy Gummy’s
hart so they have a plan to summon the magic zombies.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
That’s it we need to attack his
heart.
LIL THUG
YEAH.. Wait what?
BIG BOY SHWEETS
It’s time to summon the
magic........zombies, Hak get me
the remote.
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Hak then gives Shweets a cryptic looking remote.
needed to summon the magic zombies.

The remote

BIG BOY SHWEETS
twist this push that ..GET OFF
ME!!!!GET OFF ME!!!!OK THIS should
do it.
POOF. Now the two bone headed comrades start singing.
LIL THUG/ BIG BADDY
Aw HELL YEA... MAGIC MAGIC
....ZOM...BIE? ...S WHAT? Magic
Magic zombies what.
ZOMBIE 1
BRAINS!!!!!
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Look I would say just kill Gummy
Bear.
Guitar riff.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
But that’s not school appropriate
and that would end the movie.
BRAINS.

ZOMBIE 1

ZOMBIE 2
That sounds about right...
Everybody looks at zombie 2.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Soooo lets just go after his girl.
Now get out of here and leave me to
my money!!!!
INT. KITTY’S HOUSE - DAY
Kitty is sitting on a couch watching Big Money Hustlas.
KITTY
This has to be the stupidest movie
I have ever seen in my life. I
mean, like who speaks in rhymes all
the time. Lameeeee.
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Then the zombies knock on the door with the intent to turn
Kitty.
Yes?

KITTY

ZOMBIE 1
Brains!!!!!!
Oh SNAP!!

KITTY

Crunch. The zombies bite and turn her in to one of them.
Gummy walks to the door to see the zombies walking out. And
he see’s Kitty has become one of them.
KITTY
Brains!!!!!!!
GUMMY
NOOOOOOOOO!

INT. GUMMY’S HOUSE - DAY
Gummy sits at home under large amounts faygo bottles.
phone rings.
GUMMY
(though phone)
What do you wont man I’m done and
stuff.
IMBUSCH
(though phone)
What is the matter with you, you
look terrible you not even rhyming
anymore.
GUMMY
Yo man lay off my girl is a zombie.
IMBUSCH
Well your wallowing in self pity
fuzzy just got captured.
What...

GUMMY

IMBUSCH
Yea they got him last night you
handle it I don’t care.

The
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Shut Up!

GUMMY

Gummy hangs up the phone then a poster of a good friend of
gummy he is a voice of reason this is AUDLEY.
AUDLEY
What are you doing looking all sad
and what not.
GUMMY
My partners captured and girls a
zombie.
AUDLEY
Look man you need to get back in
shape for all the hulk-a-maniacks
out there watching this movie.
GUMMY
UMm I'm a macho man fan.
AUDLEY
Look it doesn't mater look you need
to get into shape and get that boy
back safely.
GUMMY
YEAH YEAH MAN, THEY CALL ME GUMMY
BECAUSE OF MY NAME THEY CALL ME
PARKER BROTHERS CUZ OF MY FRIKIN
GAME.
Triumphant guitar riff.
AUDLEY
There you go wait did you say
zombie?
MONTAGE -- OF GUMMY’S WORK OUT SESSION
-- Gummy doing jumping jacks.
-- Running on the track.
-- playing guitar.
-- Doing flips.
BACK TO SENE
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INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY
Gummy opens the door and walks in to the conference room.
Imbusch and Connors are waiting for him to show him the tools
he will need to take down Shweets.

IMBUSCH
Well you look a lot better than the
last time I saw you.
GUMMY
I started thinking about what on my
plate so I can’t procrastinate.
IMBUSCH
Gummy this is Mr. Connors he has
been spying on shweets for some
time and he knows how to beat him.
CONNORS
I know you have had an encounter
with his magic zombie this is all
you need to beat them it’s an
antidote just smash it in front of
them and they will fall over and
die.
GUMMY
Sounds good in the hood.
CONNORS
Next we have the wait...... wasn't
there another kid?
IMBUSCH
Oh yea Audley we could not get in
for this he is in Sharon high right
now.
CONNORS
Oh well then now Hak is a big guy
he is also stupid so here is a
stick throw it somewhere he will
follow it, And finally the two
fools he has Lil thug and Big Baddy
just push this button that’s all
you need to do.
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INT. FRONT OF SCHOOL - MORNING
Gummy walks up to the front of the school and is stopped by
HAK so Gummy takes out the stick and waves it in his face so
he throws it over the edge so he jumps off. Then he gets up
to take care off the two cronies.
LIL THUG
Yo man you trying to step up all in
my grills.
Gummy pushes the button and MRS. ALAN pops out of a box and
approaches them.
MRS.ALAN
MIKE What are you doing stealing
lunches from kids!
LIL THUG
But but but.
MRS.ALAN
What is in your teeth? Is that what
you have been spending your
allowance on.
LIL THUG
But Shweets made us do it.
BIG BADDY
Yea it was Shweets.
MRS.ALAN Smacks him.
MRS.ALAN
Don't back sass me young man .
Then she grabs their ears and pulls them off.
GUMMY
.... Umm hey you don’t see that
every day.
INT. HALLWAY - DAY
Gummy walks in to the hallway to see the zombies.
GUMMY
Yo undead try to get a piece of my
bread.
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Brains.
Brains.

ZOMBIE 1
ZOMBIE2

FIGHT SCENE
Their is a struggle of the
beats them up for a little
placed button. Gummy then
class rooms until he found

two zombies vs one Gummy, Gummy
wile until he hits a conveniently
walks down the hall looking in
Fuzzy.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
GUMMY!

FUZZY

Guitar riff.
FUZZY
You found me.
GUMMY
OK you get out like wheats and I’ll
go after Shweets.
FUZZY
That did not make sense.
GUMMY
SHUT UP AND GET OUT!!!
Gummy pulls out his cell phone and texts a quick message as
he walks into the elevator and the door closes, Door opens
and you see Gummy closes his phone and places it in his
pocket then walks in to the lower gym.
INT. LOWER GYM - DAY
Gummy walks in and stands in the center with a irritated look
on his face.
VOICE OF SHWEETS
Hahahaha you think you have made it
this far but its the end of the
line for you son.
Shweets then walks out of the shadows.
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BIG BOY SHWEETS
Do you like John Cena.
GUMMY
No now lets the this done so I can
get Fuzzy and get on the run.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Your losing your rhyming touch.
GUMMY
But I have been working on my camel
clutch.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Lets get this going then.
MONTAGE -- BIG FIGHT SENE
-- Gummy drop kicks Shweets.
-- Shweets power bombs Gummy.
-- Gummy jumps off a Weight bench and cloths lines Shweets.
-- Gummy hits Shweets with a chair.
-- Shweets hits Gummy back with a stick.
-- A random person walks by and Shweets picked them up and
throws them at Gummy.
-- Gummy moonsalts Shweets.
-- Shweets spine busters Gummy.
BACK TO SENE
Shweets is about to finish off Gummy.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
You’re done Gummy...
Suddenly Shweets gets distracted by the guitar riff that
follows Gummy’s name.
GUMMY
Doing what you red neck duck.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Every time i say gummy!!!!
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Guitar riff.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
That sound happens.
Gummy shrugs his shoulders.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Who is doing that.
TIM ROBERTS who is also playing gummy has a guitar in his
hand who is playing the guitar riff every time Gummy’s name
is said like in some old 1970’s crime thriller.
I am.

TIM ROBERTS

BIG BOY SHWEETS
Who are you.
TIM ROBERTS
I'm Tim the sound guy.
Oh ..

BIG BOY SHWEETS

Then SHWEETS choke slammed Tim. And the guitar riff stopped.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Good now that is over I can say
GUMMY Bear GUMMY ... GUMMY BEAR haha and now I’m going to...
And as he said that his mother walks in with Mr. Imbusch,
BIG MAMA SHWEETS
What are you doing get over here
this instant. Now your going to
hours right now you spoiled little
brat.
IMBUSCH
Take him way boys.
Wait..

GUMMY

Gummy then wipes off the face paint to discover Fuzzy was Big
Boy Shweets the whole time
CONNORS
Well this is clearly impossible.
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IMBUSCH
What do you know it was that little
punk Fuzzy this whole time. And
you stopped him Gummy.
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
Now we’re back to the beginning and Imbusch is about to lay
down the law.
GUMMY (V.O.)
And I though he was just some brain
dead punk, But he was nothin but a
Big School Hustla...
IMBUSCH
OK so all of you know...
Imbusch turns into Cashman.
BIG BADDY
Yea and like no talking and stuff.
And Mr. Connors turns into Lil’Thug.
LIL THUG
YEAH so none of you talk or I’ll
bust you all up.
Gummy is sitting there with a face of disbelief as Fuzzy put
his head down and came back up a SHWEETS.
BIG BOY SHWEETS
Whhahhahaha I WILL NEVER DIE!!!!
And as all reality breaks down when every one in hours starts
to dance on the tables and random things start to happen. And
all of the characters are shown with there real names for the
credits.

FADE OUT

